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NEW QUESTION: 1
HOTSPOT
You manage two cloud services named Service1 and Service2. The
development team updates the code for each application and
notifies you that the services are packaged and ready for
deployment.
Each cloud service has specific requirements for deployment
according to the following table.
In the table below, identify the deployment method for each
service. Make only one selection in each column.
Answer:
Explanation:

Explanation
* Service 1
As the package must be retained we should deploy it through the
Azure Storage cloud.
* Service 2
As maintaining the existing storage package is not required we
can deploy the package locally.
*Azure service package
Whenever you want to deploy your application to a Cloud Service
you'll be creating a Service Package and upload it, together
with the Service Configuration to a deployment in a Cloud
Service. These two artifacts are what makes up a Cloud Service
deployment.

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are responsible for administering a Web site for a college
program designed to get students to express their perspectives
on topical issues. Your supervisor has been asked to ensure
that all Web sites for the college are Conformance Level
"Triple-A," according to Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI)
standards.
Which of the following will have to be eliminated from your
site?
A. All audio content without a text-based alternative
B. All HTML content written to 4.01 specifications
C. All visual content without an accessible audio alternative
D. All XHTML tables within the site
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
In the following example how many lines, if any, will be
printed?
GRAPH: PROC OPTIONS(MAIN);
DCL I FIXED BIN(31);
DCL POINTS FIXED BIN(31);
CALL INIT_POINTS;
DO I = 1 TO 100;
GET LIST(POINTS);
CALL PLOT_NEXT(POINTS);
END;
INIT_POINTS: PROC;
DCL I FIXED BIN(31);
DCL POINTS(1000) FIXED BIN (31);
DCL BAR CHAR (100) INIT((100)'*') STATIC;
DO I 1 TO 10;
POINTS(I) = I;
PUT SKIP LIST (POINTS(I),SUBSTR(BAR,1,I));
END;

RETURN;
PLOT_NEXT: ENTRY(I);
POINTS(I) = I;
PUT SKIP LIST(POINTS(I),SUBSTR(BAR,1 I));
END;
END GRAPH;
A. It is unpredictable as the program will fail.
B. 0
C. 1
D. 2
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
A security administrator wants to deploy a dedicated storage
solution which is inexpensive, can natively integrate with AD,
allows files to be selectively encrypted and is suitable for a
small number of users at a satellite office. Which of the
following would BEST meet the requirement?
A. NAS
B. SAN
C. Virtual SAN
D. Virtual storage
Answer: A
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